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- AN ART ACTIVITY BOOK FOR EVERYONE -

— ROP VAN MIERLO –

CAN YOU PEE
INTO THE WIND?
12

DRAWING INTO
THE WIND

WHAT YOU NEED

PENCIL

PAINTBRUSH

INK OR WATERCOLOR
(BAMBOO) STICK,
AT LEAST 60 CM LONG

When Rop starts a drawing or
painting, he has no idea how it’s
going to turn out. He describes it
as feeling as if he’s always peeing
into the wind. This workshop
will show you seven different
ways to draw animals. Six times
into the wind, and the first time
with the wind at your back to
help you along.
Set your egg timer for six minutes. You’ve got to complete each
assignment within this time
limit.

SPONGE

ADHESIVE TAPE

WATER CONTAINER

EGG TIMER

PHOTO OF AN ANIMAL

1. Get your pencil, paper, and
animal picture, and sketch the
animal from the photo.
2. Hang a sheet of paper on the
wall at head height. Stand in
front of it – your toes have to
touch the wall. Get your pencil and draw the animal again.
Important: your nose must be no
more than 10 cm away from the
paper.
3. Tape your pencil to the end of a
stick. Place a sheet of paper on the
table, with the photo next to it.
Now stand on a chair and draw
the animal again.

PAPER

HAMMER (AND SAFETY GOGGLES)

ROP VAN MIERLO
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4. Dip the handle of your brush into the ink or paint and draw
the animal.
5. Dampen the sponge and wet the paper on both sides. Take the
paintbrush and sketch the animal as well as you can on the wet
paper. Don’t worry about the colors streaking.
6. Dip a large bit of your sponge in the ink and paint the animal
on a very small piece of paper.
7. Put on your safety goggles, pick up your hammer, and smash
your pencil to bits. Now, use whatever’s left of the pencil to draw
the animal.

HANG UP YOUR ANIMALS. DOES EACH ONE HAVE A DIFFERENT
PERSONALITY? WHICH ONE DO YOU LIKE BEST?

TIP

“What makes a good drawing? Is it
skill, the materials you use, the
technique, concentration, training,
talent, luck, or a combination of all
these? Concentrate and make your
drawing as good as it can be. Don’t be
put off by things you can’t control – like
a scratch, or streaky ink. Just let it
happen. The more you let go and focus
on the drawing you’re making, the more
fun the result.”
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CAN YOU PEE INTO THE WIND?

During Rop’s workshop at the Stedelijk Museum

ROP VAN MIERLO
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‘Elephant’, from the series Wild Animals, 2014
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CAN YOU PEE INTO THE WIND?

‘Panda’, from the series Some Logic, 2014

ROP VAN MIERLO almost always draws animals. Why? Because ever since the dawn of man, humans
have tried to control animals. So Rop tries to find ways to set animals free. In his books Wild Animals and
Some Logic, creatures break through the lines and break the rules. Rop lets chance play a big part.

ROP VAN MIERLO
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— VIKTOR&ROLF —

HOW DO YOU TURN A GARBAGE BAG
INTO A TAILOR-MADE SUIT?
32

WHAT YOU NEED

1 ROLL OF BLACK GARBAGE
BAGS WITH TIE HANDLES

1 ROLL OF TRANSPARENT
ADHESIVE TAPE

SCISSORS

MAKE A SUPER CREATIVE OUTFIT
Take a photo and share it with #createwithartists

You can use the ingredients in any way you like. Before starting,
you might want to make a sketch of how you’d like your design
to turn out. A sketch can be a handy guide while you’re making
your garment. But if you want to get started without a plan and
improvise as you go along, you can!
· When you’re thinking creatively, try to be open to different ideas
– think outside the box. Is your idea obvious, or fresh and distinctive? Your creation can look like a normal outfit. Or be wild and
unconventional – something that’s never been done before. Don’t
tell anyone, but that’s our favorite kind of assignment…
· There are lots of questions you can think about: who will I ask
to be my model? Do I need a girl to model a dress? Choose someone who is patient and will enjoy being your model – maybe your
dad or mom, a friend, or a girlfriend. And you might want to
think about how many garbage bags you need to use – one, two,
or the entire roll?
· What are you going to do with your garbage bags? You can cut
holes in them, turn them into flowers, tape them together, cut
out shapes – and lots of other things, of course.

LIPSTICK

EYELINER

· What is an outfit? Is it a ball gown or a mini dress, a tailored
suit or something outrageous? Will you also make your model
a hat or jewelry or shoes out of garbage bags? Or will you focus
entirely on the garment?
· What can you do with lipstick and eyeliner? You can give your
model beautiful red lips, or a red face, or use it to draw a design
on the garbage bags.

ONE HUMAN

VIKTOR&ROLF
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· When you’re happy with your design, take a photo of your
model wearing your outfit. Share it on social media with the
hashtag so everyone can see your design, and you can see other
people’s creations! Viktor&Rolf: “If someone doesn’t like your
outfit, they’re allowed to say so – everyone’s taste is different.
Don’t take it to heart, because you have your own individual taste
and style. But it’s nice when people compliment your outfit”.

TIP

“Treat your model nicely.
He or she is helping you out. Ask
him or her if they’d like a drink, or need
to take a break. If your model’s moving
a bit too much, you can ask him or her to
sit still so it’s easier for you to work. And
when you’re finished don’t forget
to thank your model for his or
her time!”

VIKTOR&ROLF Fashion designers, artists, businessman…Viktor&Rolf are all these things. Viktor Horsting
and Rolf Snoeren became overnight fashion sensations with their first haute couture collection in 1998.
Their bold designs are quite magical. For the winter of 2015, they created a wearable art collection. With
the baroque gilt frame and strips of canvas around their neck, the paintings look as if they’ve been broken
over the heads of the models, then crushed by a bulldozer. By contrasting and layering elements, and
magnifying and reversing details, Viktor&Rolf play with what is art and what is fashion. It gives their
designs, from clothing to perfume, an exciting and playful touch. A garbage bag is an elegant tailored
suit, is a garbage bag, is a tailored suit.
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HOW DO YOU TURN A GARBAGE BAG INTO A TAILOR-MADE SUIT?

Fall/Winter 2015 haute couture collection

VIKTOR&ROLF
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— MARIA BARNAS —

IF YOU

COULD TAKE
A WORD
,
H
T
U
O
M
R
U
O
Y
FROM
WHAT WOULD IT

LOOK LIKE?
44

WHAT YOU NEED

MAKING WORD SHAPES
Think about something you long for. And something you fear.
Write down the words that describe them. You can use as many
words as you like as long as they mean something to you. The
words need to have a special significance.

AT LEAST 2 WORDS THAT MEAN
A GREAT DEAL TO YOU
(1 WORD FOR EACH WORD SHAPE)

· Knead the flour, water, and salt into balls the size of plums. Too
sticky? Then add a bit more flour. Too dry? Add a little more
water.
· Pop one of the dough balls into your mouth (watch out, it’s very
salty) and, with a full mouth, say your first word.

1 CUP OF SALT
3 CUPS OF WHITE FLOUR

1 CUP OF WATER

A MIXING BOWL

OVEN

· You’ve just made a word shape. Take the dough ball carefully
out of your mouth. Can you see the shape of the word in the
dough? Place the word shape on baking paper in the oven: gas
mark 170 degrees, 20 minutes.
· Spend those twenty minutes thinking about your word. Write
the word down. You can write or draw about what comes into
your head.

TIP“Did you choose a word for something you’d rather

be rid of? If so, feel free to crush or throw away your
word shape. I once made a series of word shapes of everything
that scares me. I’m not sure where the best place is for these word
shapes. Maybe Salto Angel in Venezuela, the highest waterfall in
the world, would be a great place to fling them all into.”

PAPER & PENCIL

BAKING PAPER
MARIA BARNAS
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The Things I Should Have Said, 2013
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IF YOU COULD TAKE A WORD FROM YOUR MOUTH, WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE?

Yeah-Yeah The Big Bang
Yeah-yeah the Big Bang I hear myself say.
How is it possible that this fits in my mouth?
The origin of everything a lump on my tongue.
Quiet. Fear is a flock that rests in a tree.
Or are these words that cluster together
ink-black on the branches. It is an image
of panic that wells up in me and like a rising
flock breaks out of my throat. The universe
spreads its wings. We flap and emit a shrill cry.

Poem by Maria Barnas, 2013

MARIA BARNAS is an artist, writer, and poet. She is passionate about words and images, description and
reality. How do the things around us and the words we use to describe them relate? Does a word in your
head change the minute you say it aloud? Is the word “apple” the same as the apple in your hand that
you can take a bite from? Word bites don’t answer these questions. And the words that come from your
mouth – the word shapes – almost always ask questions.

MARIA BARNAS
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— MICK LA ROCK —

HOW DO YOU
TURN YOUR
NAME
INTO
A TAG?
60

WHAT YOU NEED

GET TAGGING
A graffiti artist always carries their black book wherever they go.
So when an idea pops into your head, make a quick sketch. Use
your black book to experiment with the letters of your name – fill
your book with tags!

A BOOK WITH A BLACK COVER
AND BLANK PAGES
(YOUR BLACK BOOK)

· Before you start experimenting with letters, you need to understand them. Start with the basics – what is a letter made out of?
An
for instance, is composed of four separate lines:
.
Write down each of the letters in your name separately.
· Now write your name in full. Each time you write it, make one
change to each letter. Add a curl to the “M,” or draw arrows at
the ends. Experiment with different modifications. Use different
pens. The more you practice, the better.

MARKERS,
BUT NOT JUST ORDINARY FELT
PENS. YOU’LL NEED
MARKER PENS: PENS WITH BLACK
PERMANENT INK IN DIFFERENT
THICKNESSES, PAINT MARKERS
(LIKE SILVER INK MARKERS),
DESIGNER MARKERS

PENCIL, ERASER, AND
BLACK FINELINER

RULER

· Now go a step further: what if you turn the letters around? Or
stretch them? Or tip them over? Or make all the letters overlap?
Have fun and distort them – turn them into skinny letters, into
big fat letters – play with them.
· Now for something totally different: write your tag out, then cut
out details and use them to make a totally new, different tag. Do
whatever feels right – it doesn’t need to be legible or look perfect.
Do you like the way the lines look? Then color in the shapes, go
over the contour lines, or create a shadow effect. Keep practicing.

TIP “We all follow rules about what letters have to

look like so we can understand words and language
better. The alphabet we use today dates back to Roman
times. So those rules were invented thousands of years
ago! Good graffiti artists know these letter rules so well that they
can break them. And you can do the same by asking how an “M”
needs to look, to still be an “M.” Flip the functions of parts of
letters. For instance, use the inner line of one letter as part of the
outline of another. Pull letters apart like elastic. Turn them upside-down. Spin them around. Or turn the open space in one letter
into a different letter. Keep experimenting. I’ve written my name
thousands of times and still find new ways to write it.”
MICK LA ROCK
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Sketches from Mick La Rock’s black book
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HOW DO YOU TURN YOUR NAME INTO A TAG?

Bellamyplein, Amsterdam, 2012.

MICK LA ROCK The first time she wrote her name in graffiti, Aileen was thirteen years old. Now, she’s
known as Mick La Rock, one of the world’s first woman graffiti artists. Since making her first tag
(a graffiti-style signature written fast using spray paint or marker) she’s never stopped experimenting
with letters. In Mick’s tags, letters are abstract shapes created from lines and color. When she designs
a tag, she asks, “Does a letter have to be legible?” and “Do the letters have to keep their shape?” And
“When is a letter still a letter?” Tag your name and see how far you can go.

MICK LA ROCK
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— JAN ROTHUIZEN —

CAN YOU DRAW MORE
THAN YOU CAN SEE?

80

WHAT YOU NEED

PRACTICE
Draw your bedroom – it could be an old room, or the one you
have now.
· Close your eyes (shut them tight – that way your imagination
works better) and walk through that room. Try to imagine what
it looks like and how it feels.

THICK SHEETS OF WHITE PAPER,
A3 FORMAT OR LARGER

· Start sketching the shape of the room. Are you drawing it like a
floorplan, showing a view from above, so you can get everything
in? Or do you prefer a different perspective? What does your
room look like if you’re lying on your bed?
· First, draw the fixed objects like the windows and door. Now
add the furniture and hang up the posters.
· Draw or write down things that only you know. The scary
corner in your room, or the sounds you hear at night. Draw the
things that particular objects remind you of. If you imagine
something hiding under your bed, don’t forget to include it in
your drawing.

NOW FOR REAL
PENCILS, AN ERASER, PENS OR
SOME OTHER WRITING TOOL FOR
FINE WRITING AND DRAWING
(JAN USES A FOUNTAIN PEN
AND INDIA INK)

Finished your drawing? Now you’re ready to get down to business. Find a place you’d like to find out about. It could be a street
you don’t know, or your favorite spot in town. Draw and write
down what you hear, smell, and see. And make a note of what
you think of the place. Does it have a particular atmosphere?
Do you ever think about what’s happened there? Talk to people
to find out more about the place.
Make your first map. This is where you add your impressions
(or use Google Maps). Have you uncovered all the mysteries and
gathered piles of information? Great. Now make a huge drawing
packed with all the information, images, and ideas that you’ve
found.

JAN ROTHUIZEN
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The Leidseplein, 2009
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CAN YOU DRAW MORE THAN YOU CAN SEE?

TIP “Draw what you

can’t describe and describe
what you can’t draw.Don’t
be frustrated if it turns out
differently from what you’d
expected. Stay in a place longer
(much longer) than you’d usually
do, and talk to everyone! Tell them
stuff about yourself. That’s how
you gain their confidence. And it
helps if you say you’re an artist
(then you won’t seem so scary!).
Everything that happens is part
of your drawing – and use the
things that go wrong, too! You can
also get ideas from floorplans
used by the fire department. They
hang almost everywhere.”

JAN ROTHUIZEN loves taking to the
streets and drawing what he sees.
He’d rather be outside than sitting
at his easel, painting in his studio.
Jan’s drawings show what he hears
and thinks about when encountering
stories on his walks. This is how
he makes his soft maps. You can’t
use Jan’s maps to find your way
around. They encourage you to drift,
along with Jan. His maps give you
a glimpse of the beauty and hidden
stories of a supermarket, city, or
busy museum. Every map reveals
the way that Jan, as an artist, sees
and explores the world around him.

JAN ROTHUIZEN
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— RINEKE DIJKSTRA –

HOW DO YOU TAKE
A NATURAL PORTRAIT?
96

WHAT YOU NEED

TAKING A NATURAL PORTRAIT
Learn to look beyond the pose, and discover how to take natural
self-portraits.

CAMERA:
PREFERABLY A VERY GOOD,
HIGH RESOLUTION MODEL

· Study photographic portraits in a museum, photo books, or
photographic portraits you find online. Pay particular attention
to color, pose, distance, and how the portrait is framed. What
appeals to you and what doesn’t? When does a portrait resonate
with you? What elements can you use for the portrait you’re
going to take?
· Think of someone you’d like to make a portrait of. It could be
your best friend, a classmate, or perhaps someone you’ve seen on
the street for the first time. You could also find a model through
social media. Or would you like a portrait of yourself as you
really are?

A PERSON TO PHOTOGRAPH

BACKGROUND OF YOUR CHOICE

NATURAL LIGHT

· Observe your model carefully. Does he or she convey a particular mood or characteristic? Connect with them; chat for a
while. Is your sitter shy, bold, dramatic, gentle, or cheeky? Which
emotion comes through strongest? And how will this influence
the way you’ll portray your sitter?
· Next, you need to find the right background. Perhaps a garden
full of flowers, or maybe a wall? Any background is fine, but
choose carefully. The busier the background the more it will
divert attention away from the sitter’s face. A neutral background
could be more powerful. You can always remove any unwanted
elements in the background.
· Put your model at ease. Let him or her find a pose that feels
natural and comfortable. You don’t need to offer many suggestions. Smiling’s not necessary. Say something like, “Yes, that’s
great, hold that pose for a moment.” Brightly patterned blouse?
Swap it for a plain one. And make sure the light is right – think
about the play of sun and shadow.

RINEKE DIJKSTRA
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· The standard camera lens generally corresponds to what your
eye sees, which makes it the most natural kind of lens. If you’re
using a wideangle lens or telephoto lens, you’ll need to stand
closer to or farther away from your model. What lens will you
choose, and why? Photography takes time and patience; you
can’t rush it. And always keep an eye on your model. The unguarded moments can be important. That’s when your sitter’s
“mask” might slip. Click away! Photos of people looking too
posed are often less interesting.
· Take full-length shots of your model as well as close-ups.

BRIGHTLY PATTERNED BLOUSE?
SWAP IT FOR A PLAIN ONE.

· Check your results from time to time. Are you pleased with the
composition? The colors, the proportions? Keep experimenting
until you’re satisfied.

TIP “You need examples so you can stand on your own two feet later on. When I was

a young photography student, I learned a lot from looking at the work of other photographers. Rembrandt was, and still is, one of my inspirations, too. The people he painted are so
real. He captures the moment, stripping away all the tricks and artifice. Photography’s always
a bit of a quest: to take a really good photograph you often have to take a lot of bad ones. Develop
your own approach to light, or subjectmatter, for instance. And it’s handy to have confidence. At
first, I didn’t dare ask anyone to pose for me. Make a genuine connection with people, because
that’s what you’re asking them to do for you. During a photo shoot, the fewer people I have around
the better. Otherwise it’s too distracting.”

RINEKE DIJKSTRA Years ago, Rineke Dijkstra made a self-portrait after swimming thirty lengths.
There, in that swimming pool, her photography style was born. Too exhausted to strike a pose, she stood
rather awkwardly. And it worked.
Rineke makes portraits of people on the beach, adolescents in the park, matadors after a bullfight, and
new mothers. All the portraits are taken in an everyday setting. Every person is photographed at the moment they break their pose, or haven’t yet found one. Rineke’s approach to taking photographs has taught
her to look much more closely. In the body language of the people that Rineke photographs you can see
their confidence and the circumstances they live in.
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Kolobrzeg, Poland, 26 July 1992, 1992

RINEKE DIJKSTRA
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— JOEP VAN LIESHOUT –

WHAT IS YOUR THING
IN THE FUTURE?
108

WHAT YOU NEED

MAKING THE THING
FOR THE FUTURE
Imagine what the world will be like in 30 years. What kind of
problems will we be dealing with? Overpopulation and tsunamis?
Or is the world a better place? Have they invented a pill for everlasting health? Is global warming a thing of the past?
Try to imagine what your world looks like. What hangs, stands
or flies there? What do people eat and drink? What do they do to
relax?
Now think of what your future world needs. What can you invent
for future generations of earthlings? It could be anything. It
might have a practical purpose, or be totally useless; it could look
real, or like nothing you’ve ever seen.
CREATE SOMETHING YOU THINK IS IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE.
BECAUSE WHEN YOU MAKE IT, IT IS POSSIBLE!

TIP “You can turn your dream into reality

USE WHATEVER YOU LIKE,
HOWEVER YOU LIKE, TO MAKE
YOUR THING FOR THE FUTURE

– I realized that when I was young. I decided to
make art and I’ve never stopped. I work intuitively. When I get an idea, I start sketching right
away. I always think about things that don’t
yet exist. Something no one’s ever thought was
needed. Something that isn’t even possible. Never be held back
by limitations. Dare to dream big. If you really want something
you have to work hard to get it, but it’ll be worth it.”

JOEP VAN LIESHOUT
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Mobile home for the Kröller Möller Museum, 1995

JOEP VAN LIESHOUT likes wearing overalls, running marathons, and wanted to become a scientist.
But Joep became an artist. An inventor. He has a workspace hidden away in a big industrial warehouse in the ports of Rotterdam: Atelier Van Lieshout. That’s where he makes his artworks, with a
group of other people. His art is often made from brightly colored polyester. Joep is fascinated by the
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WHAT IS YOUR THING IN THE FUTURE?

idea that the earth is getting fuller and fuller. His work raises questions about the world we live in today, and offers solutions for the future. He makes machines and objects that future generations might
need. Once, he even set up his ideal state: “AVL-Ville”. A village with its own constitution and flag,
where you pay with a coin called the “AVL”.

JOEP VAN LIESHOUT
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Join 23 famous artists and dive into their
exciting workshops. Do you want to draw
into the wind? Turn a garbage bag into a
tailor-made suit? Go guerrilla gardening?
You can, with personal tips from artists and
designers such as Viktor&Rolf, Marlene
Dumas, Joep van Lieshout, and Rineke
Dijkstra. Whether you want a superfast
activity, or to go to extremes, or just have fun
with your friends: unleash your creativity
with this book. At home, at a party, at the
office, or even at school. Surprise yourself!

